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Source codes
The source codes in artifCodes.zip allow evaluation of the maxDiffPSD and COV methods on
sample data. The particular m-files have the following purpose:
 maxDiffPSD.m – compute the value of the maxDiffPSD feature on given signal segment. The result
can be compared with a threshold value.
 getMaxSegment.m – return indices of the largest stationary component using the COV method
 artifDemo.m – perform artifact segmentation of example data using both methods, plot the result
 plotTimeSpectro.m – plot time course and spectrogram of input signal

More details on input/output parameters and functionality can be found by evaluating help maxDiffPSD
etc. The artifDemo.m script can be used in conjunction with the example data to reproduce the figures
from Table 1.
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Example data
The archive artifData.mat includes 20 examples of 10-second MER signals from the DBS MER
trajectories in Parkinson’s disease patients, sampled at 24 kHz, band-pass filtered upon recording between
500-5000 kHz. To evaluate the data using artifDemo.m, put the mat-file into the same directory as the
matlab source codes.
The variables, contained in the *.mat file are:
 signals: cell array with the sample MER signals
 annots: cell array with annotations, corresponding to one second segments of each signal (i.e. vectors
of length 10). Zero represents a clean signal (CLN ), one represents any artifact or combination of
artifacts.
 fs: the sampling frequency in Hz

The signals were selected in order to present characteristic artifact types, defined in our paper, as well
as to show performance of the two simple published methods. Comments on each example together with
signal thumbnail can be found in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Overview of sample MER signals
No.

plot

description

1

A signal with a marked POW
and BASE artifact.
Both methods performed reasonably, despite some false
positives.

2

A heavy FREQ artifact,
starting around 1.8 s.
The maxDiffPSD method
performs well, while the COV
method detects several segments with a heavy artifact
as stationary. Both methods
identified also the first second
as artifact, contrary to the
manual annotaion – possibly
an artifact not clearly visible
in the spectrogram.
2

3

A clean signal from the
subthalamic nucleus with a
heavy spiking activity.
The maxDiffPSD method
shows no false positives, while
the COV method identifies
several clean segments as
non-stationarities

4

A clean signal with what appears to be a sole physiological spike.
The COV method identifies the spike as a nonstationarity.

5

A signal showing the IRRIT
artifact.
Both methods performed relatively well, the maxDiffPSD
method is tends to ignore
heavy spiking activity as the
PSD spectrum of a spike is
similar to that of the whole
signal.
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6

A signal with a FREQ and
POW artifacts.
Detected well by the maxDiffPSD method, while the COV
method identified the signal
segment with the FREQ artifact as the longest stationary.

7

A clean MER signal.
Both methods had no false
positives.

8

A signal with a FREQ artifact
Several segments neglected by
the COV method.

9

An example of a clean signal
Both methods had no false
positives.
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10

A signal with two POW artifacts at the beginning.
Both methods identify well
also the artifact at 0.150s,
overlooked by the rater.

11

A strong FREQ artifact at the
beginning.
The maxDiffPSD also detected a weak BASE artifact
at 3-10s, disregarded by the
rater.

12

A series of POW+FREQ artifacts.
Detected reasonably by both
methods.

13

A signal, affected by a longterm BASE artifact.
Detected well by both methods, while the COV method
identified several more consistent segments with low artifact content as clean.
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14

A series of POW artifacts
Detected well by both methods.

15

One example of the POW and
several examples of the FREQ
artifact.
Detected well by both methods. The maxDiffPSD detects additional BASE artifact, considered marginal by
the rater.

16

A FREQ artifact at 2-6s (affecting very slightly the 1-2s)
detected well by the maxDiffPSD method, the COV
method exhibits several false
positives.

17

A strong short-term FREQ
artifact
detected correctly by both
methods. COV exhibits several false positives in the areas
with a heavy spiking activity.
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18

A series of POW artifacts
both methods classify the signal adequately

19

A long-term FREQ artifact
the COV method fails to detect.

20

An extremely heavy
term FREQ artifact
the COV method fails
tect despite almost no
information remaining
signal.

21

longto deuseful
in the

A short term POW artifact.
First 5 seconds of this signal
were used for demonstration
of artifact impact on spike detection and sorting in the Appendix of the main article.
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